Bhopal provides an important and timely paper. The census categories for ethnic groups have recently been revised, and there is now explicit emphasis on public health approaches to managing ethnic inequalities in health status and providing effective interventions to reduce inequalities. The shift of policy from addressing inequalities to social inclusion and a broader equalities agenda in which race is one component is also a relevant policy development that this paper challenges. The paper also proposes that the cultural histories and more recent experiences of individuals and groups should not be ignored in understanding inequalities.
Bhopal argues that a shared understanding between professionals and public alike is desirable and necessary to reduce inequalities. Achieving such shared understanding on a topic that is often emotionally charged and not value neutral is difficult. 1, 2 The premise of the paper is that a racism-free social environment is a necessary backdrop to making use of routine data. This is unlikely to be achievable, as ever refined forms of individual and structural prejudice and racism have existed in societies far back into human history and are unlikely to disappear. A different approach is that racism and prejudice are part of the human condition and inevitable, and also emerge as inter-group tensions either in the face of scarce resources or simply when relatively isolated groups interact; isolation here may be cultural, linguistic, economic, psychological or geographical. Lack of knowledge and understanding and alienation of the 'other' may then be used to justify all sorts of well-intentioned treatment. Not only can social structures generate and sustain inequalities, but science, although it purports to be objective and value neutral, does not have an untarnished history; examples of scientific racism or failures of logic may still emerge.
1,2 Therefore, it is a professional responsibility to manage such processes, where evident, in order to minimize inequalities. Professionals should also be active to improve the literacy around discrimination and prejudice, and investigate manifestations and mechanisms of inequalities and racism in health care. This debate has to be evidence based and challenge convenient but ineffective policy responses. Therein lies the challenge that evidence takes many forms, and must provide clinical and policy guidelines where the evidence is strong and practical; and the evidence has to relate to real-world situations rather than remaining in the form of complex statistical models with numerous methodological limitations including residual confounding, insufficient power to investigate interactions and poor definition of ethnic groups and factors that may explain ethnic inequalities. 2, 3 The issue of misclassification by ethnic group remains an important problem for researchers. Although there is a move to improve precision of ethnicity categorization, the balance between utility and ethnic misclassification is a major issue for routine data as well as hypotheses-driven research. 4 No matter how many ethnic categories are generated on assumptions of approximating to ever complex ethnic identities, this process is fundamentally imperfect. New categories included in census options for ethnic coding are still 'ascribed identities' that are assumed to be meaningful to all in that category. These may never capture an individual's experienced identity.
The notion that we should aspire to minimize risk to those of the lowest risk group is a good one. However, acculturation influences health risks over time and is important for the resident host population as well as the migrant population. 5 The process of classifying people on the basis of ethnicity alone neglects numerous variables, including identity, acculturation, religiosity, integration and acceptance of host values and lifestyle. Cultural identity influences consumption patterns, and can govern forms of social support, gender disadvantage and access to employment. These issues are relevant not only to recent migrants, but also to consecutive generations whereby latent identities may be recovered and intensify over time rather than simply evolve to those of the host population. Invariably, therefore, only gross inequalities can be demonstrated across ethnic groups at a specific time and for a specific stage in the acculturation process. How do we explain ethnic inequalities in health status and risk? This is where concerns about inequity, injustice and inequalities can be located. One could argue that all ethnic inequalities may be explained by social inequalities. There is sufficient data now to suggest this is not the case, and ethnic or race related actions, for example, racism are relevant risk factors. 3, 6, 7 One could argue that ethnic inequalities are just manifestations of biological differences in vulnerability, at its most predictable being located in genetic risk. Alternatively, social inequalities, and additional risk factors among ethnic groups (for example, racism, migration, poverty, lower physical activity levels, high fat diets) may accumulate to produce gross ethnic inequalities in genetically vulnerable populations, for example, the risk of metabolic syndrome among 'South Asians'. In contrast to this systems approach, the demonstration of a higher risk of compulsory admission to hospital for African Caribbean people with psychosis has been explained as simply meeting a treatment need, rather than being an injustice or manifestation of service organization or a failure to engage in alternative forms of treatment. Understanding the role of racism and institutional racism in the discourse about inequalities (see ref. 8 and related correspondence) and its place in the more popular discourse on social inclusion and social inequalities needs significant commitment. Institutional racism has become controversial and almost censored from policy documents on the grounds that it is nuanced and not easily understandable and leaves health professionals feeling criticized (ref. 8 and correspondence). Is there an alternative paradigm or discourse that could accommodate remedying of ethnic and racial inequalities in health status service access and benefit?
The balance of actions between individual tailored treatments, public health initiatives and health service initiatives should be considered. We do need high-quality information systems, and performance frameworks for commissioning and delivery of care to ethnically diverse populations, and we need better ways of undertaking research on ethnic inequalities, and investigating what explains them. The main thrust of Bhopal's paper is the comparison of absolute and relative risks. It is common practice to make adjustments in statistical modelling where it is assumed that similar factors operate across ethnic groups and that the degrees of residual confounding are similar. 2 Yet we do not have sufficient evidence of this. This would argue for an approach that adopts an absolute risk analysis in the first instance, followed by relative risk analyses, and certainly more work on interactions. Should we ignore conditions with small absolute risk even if the relative risks are very large?
Large data sets are needed including sufficiently similar cohorts of ethnic groups and high-quality measures of exposures. Routine data sets are unlikely to meet the quality criteria, certainly in the realm of mental health, routine national data have been disappointing. Furthermore, linguistic translations, cultural adaptation and issues of validity of outcome measures remain a prominent limitation in most research. 9 
